The World of Bergland-Parkett
Sustainable-Regional
Ecological-Innovative-Durable

www. b e r g lan d -parket t .at

P R O D U C T I N F O R M A T I O N
„Nowadays people know the price of everything, but the value of nothing.”
Oscar Wilde

Passion for wood across generations

Powerful in service and accessories

Fl aw l e s s q ual i t y for hi gh de m ands

Ec ol ogi c al for e v e n mo re w e llb e in g

Tradition and progress

Per fection through optimal service

Awarded several times

Environmentally friendly and free from harmful
substances

From generation to generation we passed on our
love of wood in our family. Since more than 100
years we are gaining experience about the professional processing of wood. We never got tired
in search of constantly new methods to develop
even more high-grade and more progressive products. This starts with the careful selection of valuable raw materials, then leads to the professional
cutting of the wood in the sawmill and ends with
our customers’ entire satisfaction with their floors
of Bergland-Parkett.

Add a special note to each room with the
original accessories of Bergland-Parkett.
Even in this area, our latest production techniques ensure highest accuracy of fit in
composite, transitions between rooms and
endings. With our products, you will reach
perfection. Of course, our service includes
installation instructions, a maintenance guide and care sets as well as test certificates,
certificates and tender documents. All needed documents can also be downloaded
conveniently from our homepage.

Bergland-Parkett represents the luxury class
and received multiple awards

Manufactured environmentally friendly and
free of harmful substances

In our company, quality has a tradition. Our products always meet the highest requirements. Over
decades, we developed the latest production
techniques for which we are known far beyond
Austria’s borders. We received several awards for
our innovations. We owe this success to our highly
motivated and qualified staff.

With Bergland-Parkett, you purchase an extremely natural and ecological product. We solely
buy our raw materials from sustainably managed
local forests. Our floors are manufactured exclusively from high-quality hardwood in very ecological production processes. Without compromises,
all our workflows up to the finished product undergo permanent quality controls.

To fulfill your needs, we carry on our research
every single day. Our company was awarded the
Austrian National Award in 1991.
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But far from resting on our laurels, we take it as
an incentive to continuously meet new challenges. Bergland-Parkett stands for timeless beauty
and durability. Our floors are designed for generations. You can count on that!
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Only materials, which are free of harmful substances and solvents, are used. Bergland-Parkett
is available as untreated parquet, 7-times varnished in BÄREN-quality-sealing or with ecological
oil|wax surface naturally oxidative dried. The
German consumer magazine ÖKO-TEST awarded
Bergland-Parkett the grade “very good” for our
environmentally friendly mode of production. With
Bergland-Parkett you live naturally and healthily.
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P R O D U C T I N F O R M A T I O N
tradition.

FROM THE SAME WOOD THROUGH AND THROUGH

A lifetime spent with wood, the living material which reveals its secrets

Solid and pre-finished parquet in a single product

Quality

born

from

more

than

a

century

of

only to those who have an intensive, long-term involvement with it. This
constant process of learning has brought forth the quality for which
Bergland-Parkett is known today.

BLACK WALNUT
steamed

A love of the material, experience and observation over long time peri-

City Star

ods are crucial, right from the selection of the wood up to completion
of the final product. That is an essential element to achieve the timeless beauty and durability
of a product which has been designed to last for generations.

A product from sustainably managed forests, where attention is paid to ensuring that no pollutants
are added using regional materials. The transport distances can thus be kept short in order not
to pollute the environment. The processing is based solely on solvent-free production processes.
Bergland-Parkett - often copied, never reached.

Bergland-Parkett is one of the few suppliers that still carries all common European hardwood species
in the assortment, which means that the entire spectrum of the forest is used.

WOODTYPES: ALDER steamed|natural, ASH, BEECH steamed|natural, BIRCH, BLACK WALNUT steamed

B L A C K W A L N U T steamed C i t y S t a r Ladderoptic

C H E R R Y steamed
City Star

CHERRY steamed|natural, ELM steamed, MAPLE european, OAK european, PEAR steamed,
SMOKED OAK

european,

SMOKED ZIRNOAK

european

These are available in various designs, assortments, diverse colors and a wide variety of laying styles,
offering a huge assortment which leaves nothing to be desired.
Choose Country house flooring, Herringbone, Bergland-Point, Cubes, Ladderoptic, 2 and 3 width
laying systems and Plank flooring.

Holzindustrie

•

Amashaufer GmbH

Bergland-Parkett • Laubholz-Sägewerk
Kendl 6, 3254 Bergland, Austria
Te l . + 43 7416| 5 5 5 0 6 - 0 0
Fax + 43 7416| 5 5 5 0 6 - 2 0

C E R R Y steamed C i t y S t a r 2-Length system

E-Mail: info@bergland-parkett.at · www.bergland-parkett.at
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P R O D U C T I N F O R M A T I O N
ÖKO-TEST MAGAZINE´S TEST WINNER
Bergland-Parkett was awarded „very good“

FROM THE RAW MATERIAL OF THE FOREST TO THE
FINISHED PRODUCT - ALL THINGS IN ONE COMPANY
Bergland-Parkett tradition since more than 100 years

Once again, proven to be the luxury class: BERGLAND-PARKETT, the winner of an
award from the ÖKO-TEST magazine. The internationally renowned German consumer magazine ÖKO-TEST appraised Bergland-Parkett as „very good“, ranking it to
the top of 17 manufacturers. They examined 3-layered pre-finished parquet from
renowned manufacturers in the EU for emissions and mechanical durability.

In line with its production philosophy, Bergland-Parkett regards the achievement of
high ecological standards as a significant criterion in the production of its parquet
flooring. The famously robust 3-layer-construction of Bergland-Parkett is constructed from high-quality indigenous timbers, using only ecological materials. This is the
ideal prerequiste for the direct experience of natural and ecological well-being.
This product has been classified as „ecologically particularly valuable“ by the
Fraunhofer Wilhelm-Klauditz-Institut of Timer Technology Research at Brunswick.

FASCINATION of BERGLAND-PARKETT with GRANDER WATER
Wood and Water - the synergetic effects of elementary natural forces
For its production of high-quality parquet floors,
Bergland-Parkett relies successfully on the use of
the worldwide acknowledged Grander technology. Bergland-Parkett uses this revitalisation effect,
where elementary natural forces bounce off
each other and form an animated synthesis of the
feeling of well-being and quality of life, in the processing of the natural material wood. The unique
result affects both your residental zone and area
of living. Bergland-Parkett - the natural beauty of
wood combined with the revitalisation effect of
Grander water to produce parquet floors of top
quality that are both exquisite and fascinating at
the same time.
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P R O D U C T I N F O R M A T I O N
			
The

SPECIAL PRODUCT INFORMATION

S P E C I A L CON ST R UCT I ON of Bergl and- Parket t

1-strip country house flooring and 2-strip plank flooring

Special Construction - 3 layers of the same hardwood

Unique Design and award
winning Engineering

Country House Flooring and Plank Flooring
Total strength 15 mm
approx. 5 mm useful layer
5 mm middle layer|5 mm under layer

Engineered with 3 layers of the same hardwood
Useful layer with approx. 5 mm for maximum endurance and
an economically long life

Country House Flooring
Total strength 10,7 mm
approx. 3 mm useful layer
4,7 mm middle layer|3 mm under layer

Hardwood middle layer: extremely high point load and excellent stabilty
Combines the benefits of solid and pre-finished parquet, but
with 70 % less shrinkage and swelling
Suitable for underfloor heating systems - special structure
gives very good thermal conductivity rates
Installation: floating or glued laying is possible

1 Bären-quality-sealing 7-times, or oil|wax
oxidative dried for natural optics

Solid
2

Approx. 5 mm useful top layer for durability

Bergland-Parkett floor production uses revitalised water with the
2

Approx. 5 mm hardwood middle layer,

cross glued for an excellent stability. Re-

Pre-finished

1

and a high strain („Kreativ“ approx. 3 mm“)

3

and

worldwide acknowledged Grander technology
100 % pollutant free for a guaranteed healthy and ecological living

duces expansion and contraction

3

Approx. 5 mm under layer made of the

4

Improved soundproofing properties, no hollow sound
Fire protection for maximum security

4

same hardwood as the top and the

C fl - highly flame retardant

middle layer, for maximum stability

s1 - low smoke emissions
Best raw materials bought from the surrounding regions from
PEFC controlled forests. Short transport to relieve environment
and climate
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FFF
FORSCHUNGSFÖRDERUNGFONDS

FÜR DIE GEWERBLICHE WIRTSCHAFT

URKUNDE
Die Firma

AMASHAUFER Karl
Kendlstraße 25

Petzenkirchen
erhält für ihr Projekt

„FERTIGPARKETT
LANDHAUSDIELE“

im Rahmen der Sonderförderungsaktion
HOLZFORSCHUNG des FFF

den

1. PREIS
in der Kategorie

Dipl.-Ing. Rupert Hatschek
(Präsident)

„PRODUKTENTWICKLUNG“

Klagenfurt, 14. September 1990

The Know-How is in the details

Natural Optics from any type of wood

Bergland-Parkett is a solid and pre-finished product in one

Professional floor design is in international demand

We were the first manufacturer who produced
a 3-layered solid parquet made of one and the
same hardwood. With this know-how we are
able to combine all benefits of solid and pre-finished parquet in one product. It can be glued
or installed as floating parquet. Made out of solid
wood, Bergland-Parkett offers durability and high
value. Thanks to the approx. 5 mm thick top layer, it is very treadable and keeps its shape. The
Fraunhofer Wilhelm-Klauditz-Institute has certified
this innovation as „ecologically particularly valuable“. Especially in the object area and in public
buildings, floors require a very high standard. The
robust 3-layer-construction of Bergland-Parkett
guarantees perfect stability even under extreme
load. The floor is highly resistant due to our quality
surface finish.
Thanks to the 3-layer-construction, the parquet
fulfills the legal guidelines to building construction
and attic conversions. It meets the classification
„C fl - flame retardant“ and „s1 - low smoke.“
Our range includes Country House Flooring, Plank
Flooring and Herringbone. For further information,
please visit our homepage or contact our office.
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T he Phi l os op hy – the personalized

The origin – everything from a single sour-

parquet emer ged from experience

ce, from the trunk up to the finished product

Our sawn timber stock program comprises all types of hardwood in different thicknesses and drying processes. On request, we also produce special sizes. Our wooden floor is available in Maple,
Birch, Pear, Beech, Oak, smoked Oak, Alder, Ash,
Black Walnut, Cherry and Elm. No matter what
material you choose, the exquisite quality of
Bergland-Parkett always fascinates by its natural
optics. Our particularly valuable Country House
Flooring and Plank Flooring are popular all over
the world.

Due to our structures, which established over
more than a century, we know every growth
area of our raw material suppliers and their owners in person. Our employees classify every single trunk personally. Thus, we can tell you where
the trunks for your later purchased BerglandParkett originate from. When procuring our raw
materials we strictly watch out for sustainable
management of the forest area so that the reservoir forest can be used sustainably over centuries.

The cutting of the raw material takes place with
a computerized band saw to obtain the best
possible yield in order to use the resources of the
forests as effectively as possible. Computerized
kilns bring the sawn timber to appropriate wood
moisture, which is needed for further processing.
Here, Grander water is used for the vitalization of
the natural material wood.

Our stylish floor design can be found in well-known
museums, theatres, concert halls and operas.
Also in the famous Endemol studios, people walk
on Bergland-Parkett. Worldwide our parquet „Ash
techno grey“ is installed in numerous Audi shops.
The construction, resistance and visual appearance convinced the automotive manufacturer. Customers like Kimi Räikkönen, the designer
of the government building in Liechtenstein, the
Hotel 3 Kings in Basel, Oil-Multi Roman Abramovich and Rolf Benz trust in the advantages, which
Bergland-Parkett has to offer.

The purchasing of best raw materials from the
surrounding region, from PEFC controlled forests,
should keep the transport route short and therefore relieve the environment and the climate.
Moreover, the raw materials are transported
with modern, low-emission trucks. Every trunk
is controlled individually and afterwards sorted
with an electrically driven crane to avoid using
fossil fuels.

The needed thermal heat for the whole company
is produced with the help of biomass, where the
sawing by-products find their way in a sensible
use in the wood cycle. In the production hall, the
sawn timber passes through different production
processes under the continually control of our
qualified employees and is manufactured to a
high-class, 3-layered solid pre-finished parquet
using ecological materials.

With Bergland-Parkett you show your sense of
quality and good taste everywhere!
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P R O D U C T I N F O R M A T I O N

12

OAK Ambiente „Sölden“ white oil|wax

PEAR steamed Design „Lissabon“

OAK Ambiente „Sölden“ white oil|wax

PEAR steamed Design „Lissabon“
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P R O D U C T I N F O R M A T I O N
EICHE Ambiente City Star

SMOKED OAK Design „Zürich“

SMOKED OAK Design „Zürich“

SMOKED OAK Design „Havanna“

SMOKED OAK Design „Havanna“
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OAK Ambiente City Star Herringbone
OAK Ambiente City Star Cube
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P R O D U C T I N F O R M A T I O N
MAXIMUM SAFETY „C fl - flame retardant“ and „s1 - low smoke emissions“
CHERRY natural

In the wood types ASH, ALDER, BEECH, BIRCH, BLACK WALNUT, CHERRY, ELM, MAPLE, OAK,

Wohngefühl „Palma“

PEAR and SMOKED OAK, Bergland-Parkett meets the specifications for „Cfl – highly flame
retardant“ and „s1 – low smoke emissions“, following the highest levels of safety standards
according to strict legal standards and classes of fire protection. Therefore, the floors are
excellently suitable for the use in the object area and for attic extensions.

SLIPPERY CLASS R9 for public buildings
Our varnished surfaces meet the criteria for slippery class R9. With this special security
feature, Bergland-Parkett products can also be installed in public buildings.

EVIDENCE OF ORIGIN sustainable use of raw materials
In the production process, Bergland-Parkett relies on regional raw materials, of which we
know the suppliers personally. Thus, we can keep the transport distances short, in order to
produce as little CO2 emissions as possible. Pollution-free hardwood and a pollution-free
production, for you and for the environment.
CHERRY natural Wohngefühl „Palma“

PEFC certified Wood from sustainably managed, local forests
Raw materials are used from 100 % sustainably managed regional forests to keep transport routes
short in order to protect the climate.

OAK Design
„Villach“

Produced on the guidelines of
Dibt -

CE

controlled and documented production

German approval for all our products available

With GRANDER WATER REVITALISED PARQUET
Wood and Water - well-beeing and quality of life
Structure and information of the water moleculares are reactivated by the technology
of Johann Grander - an austrian discoverer.
Power and energy are revitalized.

SIDE AND FRONT EDGE GLUEING
Higher protection and huge form stability at our Plank flooring program
Special production techniques of Bergland-Parkett enable „front edge glueing“ as well
OAK Design „Villach“ 2-Length system

as the already used „side edge glueing“ of the single boards of 2-strip plank floorings.
This provides a substantially greater degree of protection against moisture penetration
and guarantees the highest possible stability.
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P R O D U C T I N F O R M A T I O N
AUDI PREFERS WORLDWIDE BERGLAND-PARKETT

OBJECT AREA

The construction, resistance and optics convinced the automotive company

Object and public facilities

Bergland-Parkett is represented worldwide in numerous
AUDI shops with Ash techno
grey.
Technique and Design combines to create a world of
emotions.

Manufactured

a c c o rding t o t he l ates t gui delines. Co nt ro lled qual i ty
fro m t he ra w ma ter i al up to
t he finished p ro duct.

BEST TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
for the use in the object area

LIVE WITH STYLE AND QUALITY
every Bergland-Parkett floor is a carefully
selected and assorted unique item
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E-Mail: info@bergland-parkett.at · www.bergland-parkett.at

„Nowadays people know the price of everything, but the value of nothing.”
O s c a r W ilde

LUXURY CLASS

Our company has been working with the valuable raw material
wood for more than 100 years. As a result of our intensive involvement and continuous learning processes during this time, we have
developed highly innovative manufacturing techniques that distinguish the company from others by its outstanding quality, which is
renowned far beyond our borders.

Thus, Bergland-Parkett was the first manufacturer to succeed in producing a 3-layered solid parquet flooring from one and the same
hardwood, and in this way combining all the advantages of solid
and pre-finished parquet in one product – solid hardwood and prefinished parquet at the same time.

Our ongoing investment in the best, highly motivated staff and our
modern production techniques are the guarantee of our philosophy
to aim for the highest quality. In this way, Bergland-Parkett creates
parquet floors that hold their value timelessly and can be used for
decades. We do not only talk about sustainability, we rather live it.

		

Thomas Amashaufer
Managing Director

Quality has its price.
Bergland-Parkett – Your decision for long-lasting values.
Therefore, our exquisite floors are only available at
authorized Bergland-Parkett retailers.

